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nothing. tomreyn: Sorry, I missed the "yes" part. But you're right, I can't ping 169.254.192.8 from my 16.04 machine.
B0bsF1sh: you should also be able to install "mini.iso" and chroot into the installer environment to update packages and your
current system. this will be, but not limited to, a manual update with apt-get. tomreyn: I can install it, but how do I get the.iso to
boot with the.iso on it? B0bsF1sh: the mini.iso won't have the ability to boot from it's own iso, only with one which it
downloaded from the web. tomreyn: I'll try booting with that disk, but I'm going to write the ISO to a USB first. I'll try rebooting
now. Ah, I have access to a 16.04.3 image B0bsF1sh: if you have this one, you don't have to write the iso to a usb to boot it.
tomreyn: Actually, I think it is writing the iso to the USB now, I can see the old iso on it as a.bin file. B0bsF1sh:...hmm, then i
guess you won't be able to see it in a VM. tomreyn: I'll try again, but I think I have to delete the old iso first. If not, I'll be back,
but I have a lot of work to do. Thanks for your help, I'll come back if I still can't do anything. B0bsF1sh: but the mini.iso is quite
capable of handling updating packages and installing them without "throwing" the installer at you. tomreyn: I'll try the mini iso.
Thanks for your help you're welcome Hello, i have some problems with nvidia driver, someone 82157476af
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